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Marksâ€™ Basic Medical Biochemistry takes a patient-oriented approach that links biochemistry

Â to physiology and pathophysiology, allowing students to apply fundamental concepts to the

practice of medicineâ€”from diagnosing patients to recommending effective treatments. Intuitively

organized chapters center on hypothetical patient vignettes and helpful icons allow for smooth

navigation, making complex concepts easier to grasp! Â Access additional resources online with

purchase of text! Instructors receive access to a dedicated Image Bank as well as all student

features, which include fully searchable eBook; animations depicting 9 key biochemical concepts;

interactive question bank with more than 450 USMLE questions and complete rationales; full patient

summaries for each patient discussed in the text; comprehensive list of disorders covered in the

text, with relevant web links; and suggested readings for further exploration.
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I'm using this textbook this semester for my biochemistry class. I actually really like this textbook. It's

very much centered on human/medical biochemistry and is a good book for premed/med students.

Each chapter starts out with a few clinical case studies that pertain to the subject of the chapter.

They connect back to the cases throughout the chapter and eventually resolve them by the end. I

think this is super helpful to see how what you are learning could play out in a real life situation. This

also comes with a code to access an online question bank which is also super helpful. I think this



book does a pretty good job in preparing you with the information you need to know. It's also

waaaaaaay cheaper than buying it from a school bookstore or other places in general.I bought it

new because I plan on keeping it. I just wish it was hardcover though because the edges were

already a little bit damaged when I took it out of the box.

So far this book is very easy to read. The chapters are short and in wordings most students can

understand as this is a biochemistry text after all. I really enjoy the waiting room sections in the

beginning of each chapters which correlates the topic being discussed to real world medical patients

with conditions that I as an RN have encountered with patients and later in the chapters they

discuss treatments for those conditions and why such treatments are utilized based on the body's

chemical reactions.I would definitely recommend this book.

If you are planning on going into the medical field and need biochemistry this book is perfect for that

It teaches you biochemistry but has real medical examples in the text to demonstrate the concepts.

It is also really organized and easy to find stuff.

I found this book to be well written for a text book. I read this in place of the presentations by my

teacher and found it to be thorough and easy to follow. As a dental student it's difficult to balance

the course load, my family, and life in general. I found that reading this before exams to be better

than reviewing the material presented in class. And that's saying something.

This book is ok. The physical quality of the book is terrible. The pages come out very readily, and

tear far too easily. The book would be greatly improved by providing a glossary. However the

captions on the diagrams are very helpful. The text is usually pretty clear.

AWESOME BOOK!!!

Clinical focus and readability makes this an enjoyable textbook to read and study from. Questions

and answers for each chapter help gauge your understanding of the material but are generally easy.

Honestly, it depends on what you need the book for. This is a massive biochem textbook. It would

take a long time to go through. If what you need is a more concise introduction or review, then this

book wouldn't be helpful.
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